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AIM 

To set up definitions required for working with hot replenishment when running pick waves for 

orders. 

WORKING ASSUMPTIONS 

 The full WMS module has been installed in Priority. 

 The necessary setups have been performed for using the WMS module (see relevant 

standard operating procedure).  

 The necessary setups have been performed for running pick waves ending in a 

shipping document or packing slip  ( see standard operating procedures for Pick 

Tasks by Order (Ship Docs) and Pick Tasks by Order (Pack Slips), respectively). 

 Mobile devices have been purchased and programmed (bu the supplier) to work 

with Priority’s WMS module, including hot replenishment functionality.  

PROCEDURE 

STAGE ONE: SETTING UP AISLE BINS  

1. Enter the Storage Zones form and retrieve the relevant storage zone. 

2. Move to the Bins in Storage Zone sub-level form. 

3. Define a bin for each Aisle in the storage zone, indicating 0 in the Row, Level and Slot 

columns. The bin will be assigned a number automatically, based on the zone and 

aisle number (e.g., bin20.1 indicates an aisle bin in aisle 1 of zone 20). 

STAGE TWO: RUNNING A PICK WAVE USING HOT REPLENISHMENT 

1. Run a PIK wave as per the standard operating procedures for Pick Tasks by Order 

(Ship Docs) and Pick Tasks by Order (Pack Slips), and flag the Hot Replenishment 

parameter in the first input screen. 

2. In the second input screen, indicate the Velicity of bins that can be used for pick 

tasks. If additional velocities (besides A) are indicated, the hot replenishment 

algorithm Is activated (see above). 


